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A thick section of presumably Precambrian gneiss with thin 
intercalated bands of marble and schist has been mappedo There is 
structural continuity within these rock types as they are mutually 
intercalated, conformable, have gradational relations and show 
equal participation in the same individual foldv The layers of 
schist and marble in the gneiss can be followed over long distanceso 
These rocks have undergone intense regional metamorphism, primarily 
dynamic 9 with a possible regional compressive force generated from 
N\v~SE giving rise to sets of folds and faults in the areao 
From structuralp petrographic and field evidence, it is 
concluded that the metamorphic rocks within the thesis area are 
of sedimentary origin~ brought to their present status by regional 
metamorphism. From the standpoint of their mineral assemblages 
and mutual mineral relationships, it is believed that the temp-
iJrature range of metamorphism was about 400°-500° Co, with a 
possible water pressure of 3000-8000 bars, corresponding to 
the a lbi te~epidote-amphibol i te facies of Will iarns, Turner and 
Gilbert ( 195 4) • 
Metamorphism has been mainly mechanical with a slight influence 
of temperatureo Cataclastic metamorphism has hastened recrystal-
lization, influenced metamorphic differentiation, and produced 
a great deal of mineralogical and textural changes in the gneiss, 
schist and marbleo 
Hematite and copper carbonate mineralization is mostly 
confined along beds of marble, zones of faulting and other 
iii 
SLiuctural intersections. Both replacement and filling types are 
typic,al of hematite nnne:calization 9 which is believed to be both 
hydrothermal and metamorphic in origin and of t\'I'O Ji ffe rent ages. 
Little is known about copper ores since sul f1dc~s were not found 
at the surf:Ke or in the study of polished sections. The copper 
carbonates are believed to be the result of groundwater oxidation 
of sulfides~ which are known from prev1ous mining activity to 
occur at depth. 
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Ao Scope, Location, Accessibility 
1 
The purpose of this thesis was to study the petrogenesis of 
the metamorphic rocks of the thesis area and their relation to 
mineralization in the area. 
The thesis area occurs within Yuma County, Arizona, and is 
shown on the accompanying index map (Figure 1). It covers 
approximately 5 square miles and falls within longitude 114°43" 
to 114°3 1 12" and latitude 34°7' 37" to 34°10' 12.6". The area 
is about 15 miles E-NE from Parker, Arizona, the nearest town. 
A county dirt road from Parker traverses about 0.75 mile west 
of the area and a number of jeep trails cross it. 
B. Climate, Topography, Drainage 
This part of Arizona is desert region which is characterized 
by very little surface water run-off. During the summer of 1964 
the temperature averaged 86.,42°F. and the average was 58.08°F. 
for the months of November to May. 
The maximum temperature recorded at Parker in 1964 was ll7°F. 
in the month of July. The lowest temperature was 23°F. in January. 
TI1e mean annual temperature for the year 1964 was 72.3°F. Two inches 
of precipitation fell during the year 1964. 
The region lies between the high Colorado Plateau on the 
northwest and the Great Basin on the south-southwest (Figure 1). 
Topographically, it is distinguished by isolated, roughly parallel 













c :r1g. 1 ) 
valley floors and the mountain sides gives an exaggerated 
appearance of steep slope. ~lountain crests are rugged and 
barren of vegetation. 
The area investigated lies in the southern section of a 
chain of northeast trending gneissic mountain ranges which 
make up the eastern part of the Buckskin !\fountains (Figure 21. 
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It has a landscape characterized by steep scarps, rugged outcrop~ 
and short, yet deeply dissected valleys towards the central 
range. Along the flanksg the slope decreases and assumes a 
topography typified by rolling, barren hills with sharp-crested 
outcrops. 
The western part of this region is generally made up of 
lava flows attaining almost plateau~like form and capping most 
of the older rock units in the region. It has fairly steep, 
precipitous, V-shape streams which are only active during heavy 
rainfall. The maximum elevation of the region is 1639 feet 
above sea level and the minimum is about 1000 feet above sea 
level. 
The Colorado River, which is about 10 miles northwest of 
the thesis area, is the main drainage for all of northwestern 
Arizona. The Bill Williams River, a tributary to the Colorado 
River, occurs 10 miles to the north of the area. It has running 
water throughout the year except for occasional dry summers like 
that of 1964. Various washes are active during heavy rainfalls. 
The stream pattern is very irregular. 
4 
FIGURE 2. Panoramic view of the thesis area. 
5 
c. Fieldwork 
The fieldwork was done between June 1, 1964 and August 23, 1964. 
~lapping was done on a scale of l :24,000. Tape and compass traverses 
were sometimes resorted to in areas requiring greater detail. These 
were then developed into an outcrop map using a scale of 1:2,000. 
Because of the summer heat, fieldwork could only be carried 
out during the hours from 5:00 A.M. to 11:00 A.M. 
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CHAPTER II 
REGIONAL GEOLOGY 
The principal rock formations of the area range in the age 
from Precambrian to Tertiary and Quaternary. 
A. Precambrian 
Regionally the area is covered by the Buckskin Mountains 
which extend across the northern part of Yuma County. Bancroft 
(1911) found that this mountain range consists in greater part 
of rock presumably of Precambrian age, mostly gneiss and schist 
with intercalated masses of metamorphosed limestone. 
The schist was classified by Bancroft into two types. 
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The first is made up of metamorphosed quartzite, limestone and 
dolomite and the second of argillites and arenaceous shales, 
metamorphosed into fine-grained quartz-mica schist. The contact 
between the gneiss and the interbedded limestone and schist was 
reported to be irregular and depositional, with some basal 
conglomerate noted. However, Bancroft also indicated that in 
some places the gneiss was found closely associated with schist 
and apparently graded into it. Under such conditions the schist 
was observed to be similar in composition to the gneiss, with the 
difference between them merely texturalo Darton (1925) mentions 
that some limestone is included in the gneiss or makes fault 
contact with it. The regional trends of the gneiss, as mapped 
by the Arizona Bureau of Mines and the University of Arizona in 
1960, are about N45°E and N40°W with dips of 30°NW and 30°SW 
respectively. 
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B. Paleozoic and Mesozoic 
These eras are rather controversial. The most recent geological 
map of Yuma County, released by the Arizona Bureau of Mines and the 
University of Arizona in 1960, shows undivided formations of 
Paleozoic and l'vlesozoic age. In general, however, the Paleozoic 
section is composed of metamorphosed limestone, shale and sandstone. 
Most of this is the series that Bancroft (1911) regarded to be part 
of the Precambrian complex. 
The greater bulk of this sequence can be encountered 10 miles 
N-NE from the area of investigation, around Mineral Hi 11, covering 
about 30 square miles. It was mapped by the above agencies as a 
thrust relation with the gneiss with compressional forces active 
from the w~sw. The formation strike is essentially N-S, dipping 
about 50°W. Siinilar outcrops, but in smaller scale, have been 
mapped as isolated nappes(?) or outliers along the eastern bank 
of the Colorado River. Thrusting .here involved reversal of 
forceso The active compression is apparently from E-SE abutting 
against the same gneissic complexo In the thesis area, the same 
Paleozoic series was also mapped by the Arizona agencies with a 
thrust relation. 
Very little Mesozoic rock occurs in this region. The only 
representative series are locally metamorphosed shale, sandstone, 
conglomerate and limestone some 15 miles southeast of the thesis 
area. They are apparently sitting on top of the gneiss. 
c. Tertiary 
This embraces a variety of rock types. It includes sandstone, 
shale, conglomerate P dikes and plugs of rhyolite to basalt, 
granite and related crystalline intrusives, lake deposits, and 
basaltic flows, tuffs and agglomerates. 
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The sandstone p shale and conglomerate member is widespread 
and is generally confined along the banks of the Colorado River, 
or scattered over the region as erosional caps over older units 
and/or as isolated peaks over barren plains. 
There are occassional plugs and dikes of variable composition. 
D;, Qua ternary 
These deposits are mainly olivine basalt flows, volcanic 
ash, river silts and gravels, and conglomerate. 
About 50% of this region is covered by large masses of 
Quaternary olivine basalt flows capping the older rock units. 
These deposits form broad, flat plateaus and are in places noted 
to be dikes and/or sills within recent conglomerate. 
Volcanic ash, gravels and other detrital deposits are noted 
in erosional depressions. The conglomerates occupy large areas 
and occasionally form high mountains.., f\-lostly they occupy the 
area north of the Bill Wi 11 iams River. 
General Statement 
CHAPTER I I I 
GEOLOGY OF THE AREA 
The thesis area is made up of metamorphic rocks, mainly 
quartzo=feldspathic gneiss with intercalated schist and marble 
9 
(Figure 3 • It has been subjected to intense mechanical deformation il 
resulting in numerous faults lV'ith a dominant northwest trend. 
Folding has likewise affected the area with axes trending northeast. 
Bedding and fault planes localized mineralization of hematite and 
copper carbonate. Marble acted as the most favorable host roc¥ (Fig. 4 1. 
A. Lit.hology 
In the area there are three main groups of rock~ a) gneissic 
complexp b) schist, and c) marble and dolomitic marble. The 
gneiss is believed to be Precambrian and the last two units have 
been. noted by the writer to be conformable with the gneiss. 
Small dikes cross these rock units. 
1. Gneiss 
a. Banded Gneiss 
Banded rock is widespread. It consists of parallel 
al t.ernating 1 ight and dark bands which gives the gneiss a prominent 
planar structure. The bands are composed mainly of quartz, feldspar, 
biotite, chlorite, epidote and muscovite. The rock is medium-grained, 
though the grain size may become coarser, often within short distances. 
The character of the bands varies greatly. In places 
they can be traced over thousands of feet, in others they dissappear 
over a short distance as the porphyroblasts of feldspar and quartz 
DPLANAT:ION 
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increase in size. 
b. Augen Gneiss 
Mineralogically, augen gneiss does not differ from 
the banded gneiss. It is only dissimilar in the amount of 
porphyrobl asts. As the number of porphyrobl asts increases, the 
banded gneiss develops into augen gneiss (Figure 5). 
The augen vary greatly in size and shape. They 
are commonly ellipsoidal and range from a few mm. in diameter 
to as much as 5 em. As the porphyroblasts increase in size, the 
dark minerals are squeezed into stringers or thin layers, forming 
a seggregated dark layer. In many cases the pushing of micaceous 
minerals into grain interstices renders the rock almost igneous-
looking, forming quartzo-feldspathic gneiss (Figure 5). 
c. Quartzo-Feldspathic Gneiss 
The names of the first two types of gneiss are 
structural terms used to describe special kinds of quartzo-
feldspathic gneiss. The latter type lacks the well developed 
structural features of either banded or augen gneiss. It does not 
show planar or linear parallelity. There are, however, all 
gradations existing between the three types of gneiss. As 
the porphyroblasts grow in number the rock grades into augen 
gneiss and through further cataclasis, recrystallization and 
metamorphic differentiation, the porphyroblasts coalesce together 
into stringers and bands, grading into banded gneiss. 
2. Schist 
This is essentially made up of quartz-feldspar-chlorite-
mica schist and quartz-mica schist. This unit is quantitatively 
FIGURE So Gradational relation between augen gneiss (middle) 
and quartzo- feldspathic gneiss (top and bottom)o 
15 
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subordinate but is intercalated throughout the area with the 
gneissp with contacts usually gradational. In places, it occurs 
altern ate ly in parallel layers with the gneiss. 
a. Quartz-Feldspar-Chlorite-Mica Schist 
These rocks are fine-grained and consist of fine 
rhythmical laminae of alternating dark and light colored minerals. 
The laminae vary from less than a mm. in thickness to as much as 
5 em. The rock is rather fissile when fractured and has numerous 
intricate drag folds. 
In places, the quartzo-feldspathic materials 
develop into larger porphyroblasts. Where this condition is 
reached, segregation of quartz-feldspar minerals from the 
dark minerals occurs and the rock grades into either augen or 
banded gneiss. As the porphyroblasts increase in number, there 
is coarsening of texture and the rock passes into ordinary 
quartzo=feldspathic gneiss. Where porphyroblastic development 
finally unites into bands, thin layers of wholly quartz-feldspar 
are intercalated with the schist. 
The schist is discontinous and frequently dies out 
into the gneiss. It can be traced over hundreds of feet along 
the strike, but in areas that have been subjected to varying 
degrees of deformation its continnuity is lost while its 
structural trend is still intact. 
b. quartz-Mica Schist 
This unit is closely associated with the marble. 
It occurs as comformable thin bands at the base of discontinous 
17 
beds of marble. The trend of schistosity is in harmony with the 
'foliation of the gneiss. On one occassion it was observed to be 
interlayered with the gneiss. 
3. Marble 
Marbles are either calcareous or dolomitic, the former 
being more common. They are conformable and intercalated with 
the two units previously described. Of particular interest are 
thin marble layers which form regular conformable intercalations 
within the gneiss and schist traceable to a distance of approximately 
2000 feet along the strike. 
The thickness of the marble varies from 3 feet to as 
much as 600 feeto The color generally is dark gray but it is 
light,cream to white for purer varieties. Its texture is fine-grained. 
Within impure marble beds, layer of quartz-feldspar 
behaves plastically, either forming drag folds or augens 
(Figure 8). 
4. Dike Rocks 
Dike rocks are found throughout the gneisso They are 
primarily quartzo.-feldspathic dikes, granitic dikes, and meta-basic 
dikes of possibly igneous origin. They form small bodies ranging 
from an inch in width to as much as 5 feet. Injection is confined 
to foliation, joint, shear and fault planes. In places, the light 
colored dikes are so abundant that they mix intimately with the 
gneiss and form migmatite-like zones. These dike rocks are mainly 
confined within the gneiss although occassionally light colored 




Bedding was recorded only in the marble. Here it is 
well defined. The rocks trend from N45°E, dipping 30°NW, to 
N30°-50°W, dipping 30°-60°SW. Textural gradation and drag folds 
indicate the rocks to be right side up. 
2. Foliation 
Foliation is developed in most of the gneiss and schist. 
It consists. of alternate bands of contrasted mineral assemblages 
such as quartz~feldspar layers and chlorite~mica layers. Strike 
and dip measurements taken on the most prominent bands varied a 
great deal. In the southern part (Figure 6) of the area the 
trends are from N30c W, dipping 40°SWj) swinging around to N45°E, 
dipping 40°SE. The northern section consistently strikes N30°-50°E 
and dips 30° -70°NW. There are secondary fol iations.whose trends 
are not consistent. Recognition of these is always difficult. 
The following are salient facts regarding the banding: 
a) Thickness~ From a fraction of an inch to 5 feet. 
b) Length: About lOOx thickness. 
c) Attitude: Forms anticline in the southern part and 
trends northeast on the northern section. 
Occassionallyp it parallels the bedding 
of the marble, 
d) Contact: Generally gradational. 
e) Relation with adjacent bands: Never crosscut 
each other. 
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f) 1\Iineral variation~ Quart z=feldspar comprises one 
band and chlorite, biotite, 
muscovite and epidote the other. 
g) Orientation of minerals: Augens of quartz and feldspar 
and flakes of micaceous 
minerals parallel the plane 
of banding. 
h) Regularity of bands: Rather regular. 
3. Lineation 
Lineation is characterized by: 
a) Parallel elongation of mineral grains. 
b) Rarely prismatic orientation of epidote. 
c) Intersection of fracture cleavages with schistosity. 
These are not well defined in the area. 
The general trend of lineation is N45°E. Lineation 
usually follows the plane of foliation. When it deviates from 
the plane of foliation» the plunge is about 15° to the northwest 
or southeast. 
4. Cleavage 
~1ost of the metamorphic rocks have cleavage. It is 
well exhibited in the gneiss. Usually 9 it roughly parallels 
the axial trend of the drag folds, striking northwest or north-
east. The cleavage appear as minute joint cracks, steeply 
intersecting bedding or foliation planes. lfuere deformation 
is more intense, multiple cleavage is developed and imperceptibly 
becomes a shear plane. 
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5. Joints 
A number of joint trends could be mentioned but the most 
prominent trend is no:ctlnvest with steep dips" It produces a 
conspicmus 1 inear pat tern which is well exhibited on ai rphotos. 
6. Folds 
Fold was observed in the marble, schist and gneiss. They 
ra::1ge in size from small crenulations of perhaps an inch to 
a foot in amplitude to folds of broader size. Flow folds are 
well defined in all three rock types. Descriptively, they can 
be asymetricalg similar, recumbent, ptygmatic and convolute 
folds (Figure 7 • An axial trend is hard to reconstruct from 
these types of folds. 
Sometimes the relation of the flow folds with the major 
fold axis can be determinedi but in most instances one relationship 
contradicts the other. This is because the area has been 
greatly deformed. 
a. Syncg~ 
This is best exhibited in the marble. It is open 
e 
and rather symtrical, with an axial trend of N40° -50°E plunging 
to the southwest. It seems to have a very crude reflection in 
the gneiss but continuity can not be ascertained for sure. The 
beds have an average trend of N50°W, dip 30°-60°SW and N20°E, 
dip 35 °NW (Figure 6). 
b. Anticline 
This structure is asyrnetrical and was mapped in the 
gneissic area. The axial trend is N30°-40°E, plunging to the 
FIGURE 7. Pl asti c flow i n gneiss showing intricate flo~ 
foldi ng and gr adat ional relation between augen 
gneiss and banded gneiss (bottom). 
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tnc anticline is cut by a 
tault 8 ending Its co~ in~ ty towards the central core of the 
dJ npi.ng 3S SE (Figure 8) o 
7 o Fat..d ts 
ao NOCil~al Faults 
almo::>t eons.istccntly D has chopped off the nose of the plunging 
anticlineo The direct evldences of faulting are breccia zones 
about 1-~S feet w:ide e dispJ ac<:>ment of bands in the gneiss and 
.t·i": ;.tpp:n't:mt movcmc:nts sometimes are not: inter--
H"<:~se e.re minor faults trending N20"W to E=Wo 
Co Tear Fault 
Th;;;.· sync.line block of marble has been sliced off 
ha~ a right lateral movement" It apparently dies out as It goes 
into the grud551C section and is tt.::placed by strong shear1ngo 
Further ncrthwest 9 its contlnuity is covered by recent alluvial 
deposits. 
d. Thrust hml t 
Minor thrusting of the synd :mal blod( of marble 
against the gneiss has occurredo The fault is actual} y a bedding 
thrust originating from th,:; nol'th\<it:~sto 
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c. ~"St_ructural Int~!Eretation 
General Statement 
The structure of the whole area is complex. No studies of the 
surrounding regional structure are available so that this interpretation 
only represents the picture for the thesis area. An understanding 
of the structure is further limited by the fact that most of the 
metamorphic rocks in the area are of unknown age. 
The structure is interpreted as follows: 
1) The system of folds and faults in the area probably 
was generated by a compressional force acting northwest-southeast 
(Figure G. This contention is supported by the following facts: 
a) Lineation of minerals trending N45°E is parallel 
with the axial direction of the folds. 
b) Orientation of tension faults striking N45°W is 
in harmony with the postulated compressional field. 
c) Thrusting is roughly parallel with the axial plane 
of the folds. 
d) The orientation of the shear faults lies about 25°-45° 
to the maximum compression. 
e) The right lateral movement of the tear fault. 
2) The normal fault that separates the southern isolated 
anticline in the gneiss against the monoclinal trend of foliation 
in the northern block is perhaps originally a tear fault. The 
r 
northern block then would represent an overtuned limb whose axis 
is either to the southwest or northeast of the present anticline, 
depending on what the movement of the original tear fault was. 
3) The crude reflection of the syncline in the gneiss can 
be explained by either: 
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a) The area of expected projection of the syncline has 
been affected by tear faults and shear faults, or 




Concentrations of hematite were observed at the 
New Standard Mine 9 Pride Mine, Little Golden Mine, and within 
thin layers of marble interbedded with the gneiss (Figure 4). 
The bodies are tabular in shape wit' occasional irregularities. 
They have a thickness of 1~3 feet. 
b. Occurrence 
It occurs as bedding replacements, vein replacements, 
vein filling, and breccia filling. 
c. Variety 
They are specularite and massive hematite. 
d. Texture 
Hematite is anhedral to idiomorphic, fibrous, lath 
like and feathery. The plumose texture sometimes is as much as 
1 mm. in length. ~lore commonly, it is anhedral and microcrystalline. 
lfuen the minute crystals unite they grow larger and more massive. 
e. Structural Control 
Bedding, joint, shear, and fault planes localized 
emplacement of the hematite. At the Pride ~1ine, the deposit 
is located near the intersection of a tear fault striking N45°-75°W 
and a shear fault trending N5°E. The deposit is localized in 
the bedding planes and along a tension fault trending N45°W at 
the New Standard !'-line. At Little Golden t'>'line~ breccia filling 
and vein filling follow a fault trending N45°W. The thin layers 
of marble intercalated with the gneiss are almost always mineralized. 
Mineralization is confined along bedding planes. The contact 
between the gneiss and the marble is a very weak zone and was 
favored as the channel way for mineralizing solutions. The marble 
1c.!>s. 
being~ competent, it is easily broken and actual shearing took 
place parallel to the bedding planes. Statistically, faults 
trending N45°W in the gneiss were selected as conduits of the 
mineralizing solutions. However, other structural intersections 
between faults and between bedding and faults are known to also 
be ore bearing. 
f. Stratigraphic Control 
The marble beds acted as the most favorable 
horizons for hematite replacement. Of particular interest are 
tl~ isolated thin layers of marble mentioned above, which are 
also replaced by hematite. Here they are not only structurally 
favored~ but also chemically. At the Pride fl.line, mineralization 
is confined to the marble horizon.. At the New Standard fvline, 
it is also localized in an isolated layer of marble intercalated 
with the gneiss. The portion of the gneiss that has been 
brecciated is partially mineralized, At the Little Golden ~line j 
no actual beds of marbl:: were noted out when a gneissic sample 
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was studied under the mi eros cope, the gneiss was found to contain 
bands of calcite parallel to the foliation. Mineralization at 
Little Golden t-1ine is localized by breccia zone trending N45 °W. 
go Association 
Where there is iron mineralization, copper carbonates 
are almost always associated. The copper minerals are younger, as 
they cut beds of hematite. 
h. Alteration 
No extensive alteration has been noted except 
oxidation of hematite to limonite. Moderate sericitizatioa 
has been noted in most of the gneissic slides but they are not 
associated with mineralization. Occassionally, epidotization 
and chloritization accompanies hematite. 
1, Source of Mineralization 
Little is understood about the source of hematite. 
From field and laboratory studies, the writer is advocating at 
least two sources, one syngenetic metamorphic and one epigenetic. 
1. Syngenetic-Metamorphic 
Under the microscope the gneiss and the schist 
are found to contain magnetite. This is, however, altered to 
hematite. Likewise, minerals like chlorite, biotite and sphene 
are being replaced by hematite. Some feldspars are heavily 
stippled with hematite dust, which could originally be magnetite 
inclusions in the feldspar, now oxidized, or simply iron in 
feldspar. 
Metamorphism could hasten the breakdown of these 
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iron bearing minerals into hematite and, as the grade of met-
morphism advances» hematite is mobilized. This, however, could not 
be the source of all the hematite, but could conceivably be at 
least a minor source. The iron ores and ferro-magnesian minerals 
of older basic dikes should be mentioned as a possible additional 
syngenetic source. 
The age of syngenetic mineralization could be 
entirely different from that of the epigenetic source. Since the 
medium of mobilization for syngenetic ores is metamorphism, such 
deposits should be expected in an area that has been affected 
by this process. However~ in a nearby area mapped by Zambrano 
(1965)., mineralization of hematite has been observed in unmetamorphosed 
Cretaceous=Tertiary sedimentary rocks. 
the following; 
2, Epigenetic 
An epigenetic source is called upon because of 
1) Mineralization of Cretaceous·Tertiary 
sedimentary rocks. 
2) The close association of hematite and copper 
mineralization. Since all slides studied showed 
no trace of copper minerals in the gneiss, schist 
or marble, as an original constituent, it follows, 
thereforej that copper is most likely not 
syngenetic. 
3) All polished sections of hematite ore show no 
relic magnetite, contrary to the petrographic 
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studies which showed that magnetite grains are 
partially replaced by hematite. 
4) ~lagnet ic study in this area indicated that some 
of the hematite is strongly magnetic and some is 
negligibly magnetic (Langton, 1964). This is 
probably due to magnetite content in hematite which 
may mean at least two origins for the hematite. 
5) The volume of hematite that can be mobilized 
from the gneiss and schist seems inadequate to 
explain widespread mineralization of hematite. 
j, Grade 
At the Pride r.tine, mineral has about 50-60% Fe. 
At the New Standard ;'vline it is about 60=68% Fe. These figures 
were provided by Mr. Harry Osborne, owner of the mines in the area. 
2, Copper 
a. Location 
Copper mineralization occurs at the New Standard, 
Pride» and Little Golden and within thin layers of marble interbedded 
with the gneiss. The copper minerals occur in small irregular veins. 
b. Minerals 
The copper minerals are azurite and malachite. No 
sulfides were found, but they are known to occur at depth (Osborne, 
1964). At the Pride t-line, chalcopyrite has been encountered at a 
depth of about 150 feet. At New Standard, bornite and chalcopyrite 
were mined at a depth of about 100-150 feet. 
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Co Texture 
The cart11.•1·w.te·~ a.re generally colloform. 
d. Struc.tur'al and Stratigrazhic Control 
~ -- ==== .. ---~-- --...-.r.:"-""="-"-'=·:===·"..:::..::~ ----=~- ....... - ·- -'""........-~ 
The same as for the hematite 9 except that the copper 
carbonates are veins traversi.ng the country rock and even the hematite. 
e. Mineralization 
Evidently the copper carbonates were formed in an 
oxidized zone as revealed by the minerals. How much of the sulfide 
was oxidized or whether the sulfide is enriched or primary is not 
known to the writer, foT no information regarding this problem 
was found by the writerws field studies. 
f. Grade 
The Pride has about 5=6~ii Cuo with 1/2 c z,/ton of gold. 




Sixty thin sections were petrographically studied, thirty-four 
in detail. Eight polished sections were likewise studied. The 
resulting mineral assemblages correspond to the albite-epidote-
amphibolite facies~ with temperature not exceeding 500°C. The 
mineral assemblages have been tabulated according to their chemical 
composition and possible derivatives (Table 1). Individual rock 
names were based largely on texture and composition. From the 
standpoint of the control of the metamorphic texture, the original 
texture of the rock~ cataclasis and recrystallization (including 
metamorphic differentiation) were vitally important. All the rock 
units mapped show the prevalent effect of cataclastic deformation. 
Appendix A contains thin section data sheets of typical rock 
types in the area. 
A. Petrography of th·", !tock --~=~.:!, 
1. Gneiss 
This rock is composed of quartz, albite, microcline and 
K=feldspar as colorless cornponents 9 making about 60=80% of the bulk 
composition. Epidote» chlorite~ biotite, muscovite and sericite 
are the other main minerals of the rock. Accessory minerals are 
apatite, tourmaline, zircon 9 garnet& and sphene, making about 
5% of the rock. They are generally idioblastic, sometimes rounded and 
commonly occur as inclusions in the feldspar. Hematite and magnetite 
are the opaque minerals, representing about 2%-10% of the rock. 
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The gneiss is cataclastically deformed. Its major components 
show undulatory extinction, crystal rupturing, bending of twin 
lamallae, rounding of crystals due to abrasion, development of 
secondary cleavage and microfaulting. Fragmentation is dominant 
and seems to have involved rotation of grains as some of the metacrysts 
have perfect roundinr. W,1ere mechanical breakdown is advanced, 
the round grains attain a lenticular shape with common orientation, 
which seems to be the stable form adopted to resist further crushing 
under the same stress. As the metacrysts increase in size they give 
the rock a characteristic "augen" appearance. The result of mechanical 
attrition is a granulated matrix of quartz-feldspar. The matrix may 
be exceedingly fine (less 0.01 mm.) or recrystallized into a 
granoblastic mosaic of quartz=feldspar. The exceedingly fine-textured 
matrix exhibits flow structure as it swirls in between and around 
crystal eyes in folded fashion (Figure 9 ) • Laminated structure 
has also formed as shown by segregation of finely divided matrix 
against oriented, uncrushed augen. Sericite, biotite, chlorite 
and heavy accessory minerals are generally confined within the 
granulated matrix. Recrystallization has tremendously influenced 
the gneissic texture. In most cases it has outlasted deformation, 
giving a coarse texture due to recrystallization of sericite, 
muscovite, biotite, chlorite and epidote, as well as quartz and 
feldspar. 
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FIGURE 9. (l O~HF=64) . Cataclastically deformed quartzo= 
feldspathic augen gneiss~ (black ~ large porphyroblast 
of microcline» 1.4x. 68 mm.P at extinction, showing 
perthitic intergrowth and marginal granulation. 
Along margins are micaceous minerals being pushed 
as ide as the porphyrob l ast grows ; white~ granulated 
crys tals of quartz and feldspar) x 35 9 crossed nicols. 
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a., Quart~ 
This mineral shows strong mechanical deformation. It 
has strain shadows 9 deformation lamallae, fracturing of larger fragments 
and exhibits an anomalous uniaxial figure. Intense deformation has 
made it lenticular (varying in size from 0601-2mm. ), achieving both 
dimensional and crystallographic orientation conforming with the 
direction imposed by orogenic forces. In this case it is parallel 
to the foliation. 
Owing to the relative mobility of quartz, the lenticles 
grow larger and blend together to form veins curling around and in 
between augeni simulating flow structure. At this stage the original 
grain shape of the quartz is lost. 
£:_=_!:z_! dsp~ 
Three feldspars are consistently present, often 
jointly outweighing the quartz. The K-feldspars are microcline and 
perhaps orthoclase(?). The plagioclase is albite. These minerals 
together with quartz, make up the granulated matrix through which 
flakes of micaceous minerals are scattered. 
The feldspars rarely define the foliation. They show 
the following habits: 
1) Random grains and xenoblastic shape. 
2) Porphyroblasts which, as a result of crystallo-
blastic growth, push or crowd aside micaceous 
minerals (Figure 9). 
3) In rare cases when deformation is great, the 
feldspars achieve lenticular shape which is 
1 imehsionally oriented. 
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4) Lack of typical igneous twining. Albite lacks 
normal polysynthetic twins, but instead develops 
a grid~like intergrowth with microcline. 
5) Veining of older feldspar grains. 
6) Strained and fractured crystals. 
7) Recrystallized grains free of alteration and 
strain effect. 
8) Sutured crystal boundaries. 
c. Calcite 
One thin section was found to contain a regular band 
of calcite about 2 mm. wide, parallel to the foliation (Figure 10 J. 
It behaves similar to the quartz matrix, swirling in between and 
around uncrushed grains, apparently in flowage with the matrix. 
It most probably was a carbonate layer in the original rock. 
Several other slides were noted to have calcite confined with the 
matrix It is recrystallized and forms a fine granoblastic mosaic. 
d. l\1icas and Chlorite 
l\1ica and chlorite exist in two general forms: 
1) Elongate flakes parallel to foliationo 
2) Large metacrysts, sometimes oriented and at 
times random. 
Chlorite, sericite and muscovite are frequently 
alteration products although, occasionally, the later two form 
contemporaneous metamorphic constituents. Chlorite is pleochroic 









FIGURE 10. (92 - HF- 64 ) . Cataclastically deformed quartzo= 
feldspathic augen gneisso Layers of calcite in the 
gneiss 9 paralleling t he foliation 9 (white: grana-
blasti c aggregates of quartz=feldspar; gray: calcite; 
black : chlorite and iron ore) x 35g crossed nicols. 
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e. Epidote 
Epidote occ:urs in subhedral to euhedral crystals. 
It is found as single crystals 9 introduced mineral and as inclusions 
or alteration in the feldspar. It is frequently found with either 
clinozoisite or zoisite. Distinction between the two mineral types 
is rather difficult since both show anomalous blue interference 
colors. The yellow, iron=rich type of epidote is more common. 
Some prismatic epidote tends to elongate along the direction of 
foliation. 
f. Accessory_ ~1ine~ 
Since accessory minerals are high in the crystallo-
blastic series, they tend to be idiomorphic with occasional 
modification. Zircon is rounded to subhedral o The rounded 
c·.:yst:als are believed to be original detrital grains. Tourmaline 
is subhcdral to euhedral and was noted to have grown as isolated 
porphyroblasts. Schorlite is the common type. Sphene occurs as 
rounded drops, spindle=shaped and as granular clusters. Apatite 
is generally prismatic. 
g. Opaque Mine!'!.!~. 
Magnetite and hematite are consistent opaque ores. 
Hematite is generally the by~product of oxidation of magnetite and 
breakdown of ferro-magnesian minerals" In some cases, it is 
introduced as veins and replaces the silicate mineral~ (Figure 11). 
2. Schist 
This rock has been badly deformed. Intense granulation 
has rendered the rock schistose, as lenticles of quartz and feldspar 
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FIGURE 11. (OR- 1- HF- 64). Hematized quartzo=feldspathic br eccia 
gneiss, (white : Qltartz-feldspar; black: hematite) 
x 35, uncrossed nicol s. 
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are aligned along th' minimum stress direction. Quartz has both 
dimensional and crystallographic orientation as demonstrated by 
testing with the gypsum plate. Quartz lenticles exhibited uniform 
color, parallel to either the fast or slow ray of the gypsum plate 9 
indicating their approach to optical continuity. Schistosity is 
defined by segregation of the granulated matrix together with the 
segregation of chlorite, sericite» epidote, biotite, opaque ore 9 
and heavy accessory minerals (Figure 12 ) • 
Mineralogically , the schist does not differ from the 
gneiss. They have a gradatJ.onal relation. As recrystallization 
advances in the schist the rock is rendered coarse~grained and 
passes into an augen gneiss. 
The following are the major features of the schist. 
a) Petrographically it can be described as: quartz~ 
feldspar chlorite=mica schist; quartz=feldspar= 
chlorite~mica augen schist; quartz-epidote=feldspar 
schist; quartz=muscovite schist and impure arkosic 
schis· (Figures 13 9 14 and 15). 
b) Crystals are strained 9 granulated, faulted and 
develop secondary deformational lamallae. 
c) Texture is finer in scale but similar to that of 
the gneiss. 
d) Compositional and textural banding is more apparent 
than the gneiss (Figure 12). 
e) Banding is due to dynamic effects, metamorphic 
differentiationp and the original texture of the rocko 
FIGURE 12. (55-HF-64) o ·cataclastically deformed quartz -
feldspar-chlorite=mica augen schist. Metamorphic 
differentiation, (black layers : chlorite, epidote 9 
sericite, biotite~ garnet and iron ore; white: 
granoblastic aggregates of quartz-feldspar as well 
as original sedimentary grains of quartz- feldspar) 
x 35, crossed nicol so 
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~Microfaulting 
FIGURE 13o (4-HF- 64). Cataclastically deformed quartz= 
feldspar- chlorite- mic a augen schist. Micro-
faulting in schist, (white : granoblastic 
aggregates of quartz- feldspar; black: chlorite, 
iron ore, sericite~ epidotep and clay minerals) 
x 35, crossed nicols. 
FIGURE 14. (76=HF =64) . Quartz =muscovite schistp (black : 
muscovite ; white ~ quartz 9 mostly recrystallized) 
x 35 9 crosse'- nicols. 
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FIGURE 15. (81 - HF ~64). Impure arkosic schist,~~ showing blasto= 
psammitic texture 9 (white~ quartz=feldspar sedimentary 
grains, lx. 3 mm. ave rage size; black : iron ore, 
epidote ; gray: chlorite 9 sericite 9 and clay minerals) 
x 35» uncrossed nicolso 
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f) The consistent confinement of heavy ·accessory minerals 
and iron ore along the foliation indicates that bedding 
may have been parallel to the foliation (Figure 121. 
g) The percentage of the dark minerals is greater than 
in the gneiss. 
h) Some slides have a carbonate matrix, part of which 
has been converted into tremolite, epidote and 
diopside. 
i) There is extensive breakdown of the iron-bearing 
minerals into hematite. 
j) Epidote and hematite replace almost all the major 
constituents. 
k) Epidotized quartzite occurs interlayered in the schist. 
1) The potash feldspar is microcline and the plagioclase 
is albite. 
m) Some slides show good blastopsammitic texture (Figure 151. 
3. Marble 
The minerals occurring in.the marble are calcite, dolomite, 
diopside, tremolite, quartz, plagioclase, K-feldspar, brucite, epidote, 
chloritep sericite and muscovite. Most of the feldspar and quartz 
grains originally were detrital grains in the limestone. 
The following are the prominent features: 
a) Pure marble contains about 80% calcite and about 
5-10% dolomite. Both are recrystallized. 
b) Titere is a rich development of twins due to 
deformation (Figure 16). 
FIGURE 16. (85 =HF - 64). Brucite=bearing marble. Coarse 
calcite and dolomite crystals displaying lamellar 
twinning. Dolomite appears top right side, with 
right angled twin lamellae. NotP some twins are 






~Iron Ore Layer 
~ld!l..wr,,,-.,_,l ~ll'*~'""~ ~l4ikti~~U~~ } . Calcite layer 
FIGURE 17. (88-HF-64). Layering in impure marble (calc~ 
silicate rock)p (black : i ron ore; gray: calcite; 
white : quartz - feldspar) x 35 D crossed nicols. 
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c) The carbonace!'; occur in extensively fine aggregates 9 
as oval grv.ins with granulated. crystal boundaries j 
and as a gi~anoblastic mosaic. 
d) Subhedr:ll fo::rms are more typical of· dolomite o 
e) Calcite .:::.ftcn replaces some of the silicate minerals 
and inva'tiabl y traverses it as veinlets o 
f) Foliation is defined by textural banding, compositional 
bandingp and preferred orientation of t remo 1i te, 
epidote p mi(a c-~.nd diopside. Parallel elongation of 
carbonate grains further accentuates foliationo 
g) Foliation is generally parallel to the bedding. 
h) Cal cit,:; is rt;;:crystalliz.ing side by si rle with quartz 
withouv mutual reaction (Figure~ 17~18). 
i) Porphyrohl asts of diopside are generally subhedral 
and grow poi kil obl astically. 
j) Diopside is frequently colorless to pale green and 
k) Diop::ud.~'! lS found both in dolomitic and non= 
dolomitic marbles. 
1) Tremollte is closely associated with diopside and 
occurs as long colorless prisms in the calcite matrix. 
m) Retrogr:Hk~ mecamorphism is shown by the breakdown of 
diopside alonr{ cleavages and crystal outlines into 
tremolite.~ calcite and chlorite. 
n) Brucite 1 s confln.ed between interstices of granulated 
calcite and dolomite grains arranged in a more or le!>s 
fibrous and radial fashion. 
FIGURE 18. -f~9-HF=64) c Impure marble (calc-silicate rock) P 
(black=gray background ~ calcite; white~ quartz 
and feldspar)c Calcite and quartz are both 
recrystallizing without mutual reaction, x 35• 
crossed nicols. 
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o) The matrix is partly replaced by hematite veins or 
stippled with hematite granules, 
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p) Some of the detrital grains of quartz and fcldsp;H,, 
because of recrystalli z.ation D form crude augen. 
q) Rounded zircon occurs in a carbonate matrix. 
4. Dike Rocks 
a. Meta=Basic Dikes 
These rocks are intensively chloritized and epidotized. 
They are cut by numerous veinlets of quartz, chlorite and epidote. 
The following are the common features: 
1) The major mineral components are calcic plagioclase» 
quartz, epidote, chlorite» biotite, tremolite and 
sericite. The plagioclase is believed to be 
originally calcic 9 because alteration products are 
calcite and epidote. No optical properties were 
measured for it has been 1ntensely altered. 
2) Relic porphyritic texture is still discernible. 
3) Crude lineation of chlorite and biotite is apparent. 
4) The minerals arc not greatly strained and they are 
free from granulation. 
5) Chloritization has completely obliterated the 
nature of the matrixi although minute laths of 
plagioclase can still be outlined. 
h. Quartz.o=Feldspathi_S~~!~~=--
The rock is texturally and mineralogically the same as the 
quartz=feldspar gneiss. It is also made up of microcline and albite 
so 
f,.bo~Lt: SO~o) ~ quartz, (ab-:;ut 45%) and biotite o 
The minerals are strained 9 exhibiting undulatory extinct: ion .t 
b{. nd:ing and faulting of twin lamallae of feldspar and crumpling and 
granulation of quartz and feldspar grainso The matrix is made up of 
a granulated aggregate of quartz. and feldspar mostly recrystallized 
into a granoblastic mosaico 
c.o Altered Granitic Dike 
·-. •• -....·.:.:--~-"-..::>L::::>.:!C,._.<..~=...:~-· ... --,- • ..., 
This rock is less affected by dynamic metamorphismo There 
<He signs of strain but these are minor in comparison with the quartzc-· 
foldspathic dikeo The texture is equigranularo Most of the feldspar 
is sttbhedral and twinnedo The mineral components are: ~1icrocl ine 
and albite (about 50%); quartz (about 20%) ~ muscovite and biotite 
{<tbf>'t.l.t 20%) and opaque ore and accessory minerals (about lO!'o) o 
Discussion 
Observation in the field and through the microscope has 
n· veal ed that the metamorphic rocks in the thesis area have 
m;;:k: :q~one at least three distinct regional metamorphic processess ~ 
1) llynamic metamorphismD 
2) Recrystallization and metamorphic differentiation, and 
3) Thermal metamorphismo 
Neeuless to say 9 each process is not necessarily independento 
Emphdsis here is on the interplay of cataclastic metamorphism and 
recrystallization, which are believed to have played the major 
roles in bringing about mineralogical and textural transformationso 
Deformation was achieved through rupture and plastic yield. 
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The magnitude is unknown~ but the effect is extensive and intensive., 
Deformation has made fabric elements in the gneiss, schist and 
marble obtain a more or less parallel orientation, either planar 
or linear in character. It has greatly accelerated the effectiveness 
of recrystallization. It is worthy of mention that the gneiss and 
schist in the area, under mechanical deformation, behaved plastically 
and cataclasticallyj while the marble was essentially plastic. 
Among the cataclastic effects noted in the field and 
under the microscope are the following: 
a) Intense granulation and fragmentation of crystals 
( F i gu rE' 1 3 , 9 an cl 1 9) • 
b) Strain shadows. 
c) Bending of twin lamallae 9 cleavage and micaceous 
minerals. 
d) Rotation of grains. 
e) Micro~faulting (Figure 13). 
f) Mortar structure. 
g) Crystalloblastic orientation of quartz. 
Features typical of plastic deformation are: 
a) Twin gliding in calcite and dolomite (Figure 16 ,. 
b) Deformational lamallae in quartz. 
c) Ribbon structure in quartz (Figure 201. 
cl) Intricate drag folds and ptygmatic folds of quartz 
and feldspar (Figure 21 and 7). 
e) Veins of quartzp calcite and feldspar. 
FIGURE 19. (55-HF ~ 64). Cataclastically deformed quartz= 
feldspar-chlorite-mica augen schist . Granulation 
of original sedimentary grains of quartz ~ feldspar 
(white) and incipient segregation of same minerals 
from layers of chlorite-sericite, and iron ore, 
(black ~ lower part of the picture ) x 25 9 crossed 
ni c l s 
FIGURE 20. (76- HF -64). Quartz-muscovite schist 0 (wide, white 
bands : ribbons of quartz : black : iron ore ; gray: 
muscovite) x 35, crossec nicols. 
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FIGURE 21. Plastic flow in the marble. Augen and flow 
folds of quartz - feldspar. 
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f) Elongation of quartz» calcite and feldspar grains. 
g) Lineation of micaceous minerals. 
h) Crystallographic orientation of quartz. 
i) Flow structure of granulated matrix 9 accentuated by 
swirling in, between and around porphyroblasts 
(Figure 12 1. 
j. Development of lenticles of quartz, calcite and 
feldspar. 
2. Recrystallization 
This process brought about a great deal of mineralogical 
and textural change in the gneiss» schist and marble. Its effective-
ness was greatly facilitated by intense cataclastic metamorphism in 
the area. Porphyroblasts were observed to be growing at the expense 
of unstable, intensely strained and granulated crystals. Textures 
were made relatively coarse and this helped to a certain degree 
in the formation of banding. 
3. ~1etamorphic Different!.:!,~ 
The following are the results of metamorphic differentiation 
in the area. 
a) Growth of porphyroblasts of albite, microcline, 
diopside, epidote and quartz (Figure 9 t. 
b) Development of veins of quartz, calcite, and epidote. 
c) Development of thin alternating laminae of quartz and 
feldspar on one handp and chlorite» biotite, epidote, 
and muscovite on the other. They vary from a few mm. 
to as much as 5 em .. in thickness (Figun 12 J. 
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d) Development of lineation. 
e) Pegmatitic bands of quartz and feldspar (Figure 51. 
The porphyroblasts have grown gradually at the expense 
of the granulated matrix. As they grow they crowd or push aside 
micaceous minerals, initiating segregation. Development of veins of 
quartz and calcite starts first with recrystallization of the 
granulated matrix, with growth of porphyroblasts which consolidate 
themselves to form veins generally following foliation. Development 
of bands in the gneiss and partly in the schist is a result of the 
difference in mechanical properties of minerals, notably in the 
ease of deformation. Thus the more mobile minerals during shearing 
are assembled together (quartz=feldspar~calcite) in layers along 
intense shearing motiona whereas the micas, epidote, chlorite are 
segregated along the less stressed portion of the rocks. As 
deformation proceeds, they develop into more regular and continous 
bands. 
4. Mineral Facies 
The gneiss and the schist have an identical mineral 
assemblage of quartz, albite, microcline, K-feldspar, epidote, 
chlorite, muscovite, biotite and sericite. Quartz has a wide 
range of stability and so do K~feldspar and microcline, although 
microcline among the K-feldspars is more common at lower metamorphic 
grades. Biotite is an index of progressively increasing grade 
of metamorphism. The fact, however, that muscovite, sericite, 
and chlorite still exist through out the gneiss and schist imposes 
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a restriction on the range of biotite. Chlorite, sericite, and 
muscovite are a typical assemblage for greenschist and albite-
epidote-amphibolite facies. Epidote is common within the greenschist 
and albite=epidote-amphibolite facies and starts to dwindle in the 
amphibolite-almandine facies. Association of epidote with albite 
is most typical of the albite=epidote,~amphibolite facies. As the 
degree of metamorphism increases plagioclase becomes more calcic 
and the amount of epidote decreases. By mineralogical assemblage 
alone, especially with the presence of albite, the schist and the 
gneiss may be classified in the albite~epidote=amphibolite facies. 
Fortunately, from the mineral assemblage of the marble, 
a more specific classification can be reached. The marble has the 
following mineral assemblage: b:rucite 9 trernolite 11 diopside, 
epidote, quartz~ calcite~ dolomite 9 plagioclase, ru1d K-feldspar. 
Brucite is derived from dolomitic marble. Its range of crystal-
lization is comparatively wide. It can exist at low temperatures 
as well as high temperatures. Tremolite and epidote are minerals 
typical of the al bite~epidote=amphibol i te facies. The formation of 
diopside is itself not criticalo Ramberg (1952) has proposed 
that the lower stability border of diopsidic pyroxene should limit 
the albite-epidote-amphibolite facies upward. Mason (1958), however, 
noted that diopsidic pyroxenes are commonly associated with calcite 
at fairly low grades of metamorphism. Williams, Turner, and 
Gilbert (1954) have placed the assemblage calcite=quartz~diopside 
w1thin the amphibolite facies bu~ also mentioned that at a low 
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metamorphic temperature 11 dolomite will react with silica to form 
tremolite and diopside. Because of the wide association of tremolite 
with diopside. the author believes that the facies range of these 
rocks belongs in the upper zone of the albite-epidote-amphibolite 
facies. The fact, also, that in some slides the diopside is 
observed to be growing at the expense of tremolite, yet, in the 
same slides some of the diopside is uralitized, only shows that 
an upper limit of temperature was attained to allow calcite and 
tremolite to react to form diopside but not long enough for complete 
reaction. Furthermore, the presence of diopside and tremolite 
can well be envisaged as a product of reaction between dolomite 
and silica. The marbles in the thesis area contain about S-10% 
dolomite but this does not necessarily represent the original 
dolomite content in the rock. 
The most critical evidence is the association of calcite 
and quartz. They have undergone recrystallization side by side 
without mutual reaction (Figure 18}. This indicates that the 
temperature has been below 400°C. (Rambergp 1952). Mason 
(1958) mentions that the reaction in the laboratory between 
calcite and silica is generally not detectable below 500°C. 
On this basis alone, the absence of wollastonite indicates a 
temperature below 500°C. However, Williams 11 Turner, and Gilbert 
(1954) mention that at high temperatures of regional metamorphism. 
even in the granulite facies, pressure seems high enough to 
prevent reaction between calcite and silica to give wollastonite. 
This is true if the geological conditions prevailing includes a 
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closed system such that pres::;ure will resist liberation of 
carbon dioxideo For the thesis arE;ai} pressure no doubt was highi 
but a closed system is improbable because of the fact that the 
area was subjected to intense mechanical rupturing. 
From all the above discussed observations 9 the author 
c.oncludes that the gneiss 9 schist~ and marble fall within the 
upper range of the albi te~epidote=amphibolite facieso The 
temperature range \V'as from 400c ~500°Co It should be mentioned 
that albi te=epidote=amphi boli te facies used in this thesis is 
patterned after the classification of Williams, Tumer 9 and 
Gil bert (1954) o This facies actually falls between the boundary 
of the greenschist facies and almandine·=amphibolite facies of 
Turner and Verhoogen (1960) o The temperature range for the 
greenschist facies as given by Turner and Verhoogen is 300° -500°C. 
and the water pressure range is 3000·=8000 bars. Turner (1948) 
suggested that the boundary between the amphibolite=almandine 
facies and albite=epidote=amphibolite facies may be placed near 
500°Co Ramberg (1952) ~ however 11 cone ludes that the almandine= 
amphibolite facies rare 1 y exceeds 400° =500° c, 
~=-T!!.:.!!!:-l ~1e ta~~!l!.. 
From the discussion of mineral facies 11 the conclusion was 
reached that the temperature range of metamorphism is about 400° =500° Co 
This temperature is not sufficiently high to give rise to the 
uncommonly coarse-grained gneissic con~lex. So it is probable that 
temperature did help in the mineralogical and textural changes during 
:: ... r.::; .• ;.~:nphi sm but ,,n 1.: L· t .. · · :,,,.:;;; this range was sustained over a 
lvng period of t. im;;'; Hrn 1 c r.H~formation continued actively 
t hi·oughout the late t ::-..:> we 11 as early stages of metamorphism. 
The preservation of pc. ·<·: marble layers within the gneiss 
illustrate;; the n:: Y .:r:t i V;;;< i. y low temperature of the gneiss and 




SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The thesis area consists of metamorphic rocksll essentially 
quartzo=feldspathic gneiss with intercalated schist and marble. 
The gneiss is believed to be Precambrian and the schist and the 
marble are comformable with the gneiss. Structurally, the whole 
area is complex" A system of folds and faults resultedll from 
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an active compressional force generated from northwest=southeast. 
Lineation trends!) thrustingp orientation of normal faults and 
orientation of axial trends~ support the northwest~southeast 
compression. 
Mineralization consists mainly of hematite 9 malachite and 
azurite. No sulfides were found on the surface but bornite and 
c.halcopyrite occur at deptho Hematite occurs as bedding replacement, 
vein replacement and as vein and breccia filling. Copper mineralization 
is not well understood. Evidentlyp it is within the oxidized zone 
as indica ted by the mineralogy. But whether the sulfides found at 
depth are primary or enriched is not known to the writer. Faults 
and bedding planes greatly control mineralization. Marble beds 
acted favorably for the localization of the ores. The source of 
some hematite mineralization is believed to be from the breakdown 
of magnetite and ferro=magnesian minerals in the host rocks with 
concentration during metamorphism along favorable avenues and 
some of the hematite is hydrothermal in origin. 
fhe character of the gneiss and other rocks associated 
with it is suggestive of sedimentary parentage of varying 
r<~lll}h'::. i u o;l. Th~..~ fol1mnng are features indicative of such 
ongin~ 
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1) The presence of intercalated marble, quartzite, quartz=mica 
schistp impuie arkosic schist, quartz~epidote-feldspar schistp 
and quartz-feldspar-chlorite-mica schist, all of which are 
definitely sedimentary. Many of these intercalated units 
have fine~grained quartz=feldspar-chlorite-mica schist whose 
conLtc.t with the gneiss is usually gradational. These inter= 
calations are structurally conformable with the gneiss. Most 
of them al'e thin 1 ayers but they can be followed over long 
distances. It is rather difficult for the author to visualize 
a mechanical intrusion of the gneiss which could have spared 
sur..~h bands and could have left these bands structurally 
intact over long distances. Moreover, it is also difficult 
-co understand how the marble could have escaped fusion if 
the gneiss was originally an intrusive body. 
2) There is structural continuity in the marble, schist and 
gneiss. They are mutually intercalated, conformable, have 
a gradational relation, and show equal participation in the 
same individual fold. 
3) The area lacks structural evidence that a magma crowded or 
displaced its walls. The structure in the area has well 
defined trends that remain constant and can be interpreted 
to be part of the regional structure. There is no sign of 
structural chaos. 
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4) Calcite bands occur regularly in the gneiss, conformable 
with the foliation of the gneiss. The bands are probably 
original calcareous layers. 
~) Opaque ore and heavy accessory minerals occur parallel to 
the foliation of the gneiss. Such features are typically 
displayed by the fine~grained quartz-feldspar-chlorite-mica 
schist which has a gradational relation with the gneiss. 
6) There is great variety in the texture of the gneiss. Its 
passage into schist may actually bear a link to the original 
texture of the sedimentary rock. 
7) Albite shows typically a chess-board like twining instead 
of the common igneous polysynthetic twins. However, these 
could have been destroyed by metamorphism. 
8) Large porphyroblasts of feldspar contain inclusions of 
quartz, which is later in the igneous reaction series. 
It is believed that the quartz inclusions are original 
grains. 
9) Lack of intense alteration in the gneiss would not be 
expected if the gneiss is igneous in origin. 
10) Crystal boundaries as a rule arc irregular and saw-toothed 
rather than scalloped as most igneous crystals are. 
11) There is a lack of zoning in the feldspar. 
12) Quartz is not confined within interstices as compared to 
the general occurrence of quartz in granites. 
13) Replacement textures are prevasive. 
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14) Banding is due to metamorphic differentiation and original 
composition and textural banding in the rock, rather than 
to magmatic banding. 
15) Zircom .,;p:: sometimes rounded and are possibly original 
detrital grains. 
16) Zircon occurs in a carbonate matrix. 
Features number 1=6 are strong and more or less direct arguments 
for a sedimentary origin for the gneiss. The rest are indirect 
support for this conclusion. 
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-LOCALITY: PARKER , .ARIZONA SLIDE NO.: OP.-1-HF -64 DATE: May ,1965 (69) 
MI CROSCOPIC DESCRIPTION 
CRYSTALLOBLASTIC: GRAIN SIZE: GRAIN SHAPE: MIN . RE LATIONSHIP: INTERGROWTHS: 
Idioblastic Very Coarse 20nun_ Prismatic v Granoblastic v Diablastic Porphyroblastic Xenoblastic v Coarse 20-Snun v v' Tabular Perthitic Medium 5-lnun Lep1.doblastie 
RELIC FA.B .-SED. RXS. Fine < lnun v- Platy v Nematoblastic Antiperthit,::. v Glomeroblasmatic_ Compositional BanQ.- RELIC FABRIC-IG RXS. Equant Myrmekitic Poikilo lastic 
ing Blastoporphyritic __ Irregular v Slaty Sutured -Textural Banding_ Acicular SchistQse Other Blastophitic . · GneissJ..c JL" Helicitic 
Blastopsammitic Zonal Structure~ Fibrous Mylonitic Idiomorphic cryst._ CataclastJ..c 1../" Blastopsephitic Radiating Decuss~te V-esicules Fossils Bent v SRotte 
Concret1.ons Twins A gen Other Other ~rtaEOl' . 
--Other 1.as o 1.t1.c 
ESSENTIAL MINERA T.~ s~e I* X* M* P* % FACIES: DERIVATIVES: 
COLORLESS: CONTACT METAMORPH. Pelitic Qz-Felds Calc. Basic Mg 
K-feldspar------------- . Z. -I v-:'" v v }.zo Albite-Epidote- . Albite~---------------- .Z-1 v v v Am~hibolite Quar~z----------------- .02-. 2 v v /./"'" so Amph.1.}?olite / Sanid1.nite 
- Pyroxene Hornfels __ . 
REGIONAL METAMORPH. 
COLORED: . Greenschist - . 






* Refers to Idioblastic, Xenoblastic , 
Matrix , Porphyroblast Ivf.atrix is made up of t 
** Refers to Intense, Hoderate , Weak granulated, recrystalli-
ACCESSORY MINERAT.~ ::>ffiffi~ I* X* M* P* ex, zed aggregate of quartz 
To~rmaline------------- .03 ~--""' 1.---' ...- J.c and feldspar Zircon--------7-------- . 0/ ......... (...-"" ,__.... Hydrothermal activity 
in four stages : 
! . Chloritization 
-2. Sericitization 
). • . Hematite Veins 
ALTERATION PRODUCTS I** M** W** 
... 
4 . Quartz veins 
Chlorite---------·------ v 
Sericite--------------- ......... 
: ·- !-!uscovi te----- --------- v 
Cle.y------------------- v- I 
. l NAME OF ROCK: HEMATIZED QUARTZO-FELDSPATHIC BRECCIA GNEISS 
LOCALITY: PARKER , ARIZONA SLIDE NO: 4-HF-64 DATE : Ma:v.1965 /'7()\ 
MICROSCOPIC DESCRIPTION 
CRYSTALLOBLASTIC: GRAIN SIZE: GRAIN SHAPE: MIN . RELATIONSHIP: INTERGROWTHS: 
Idioblastic Very Coarse 20nun_ Prismatic ~..-/' Granoblastic ,__._..... Diablastic 
Xenoblastic v Coarse 20-Snun Tabular Porphyroblastic ~ Medium 5-lnun Lep~doblastic Perthitic 
RELIC FAB .-SED. RXS. Fine < lrnrn ,_,..- Platy v · Nernatoblastic Antiperthit.:> 
Compositional Ban <I- RELIC FABRIC-IG RX!=;. Equant Glorneroblasmatic_ Myrrnekitic Poikilo lastic 
ing v Blastoporphyritic-- Irregular v Slaty Sutured -Textural Banding_ Acicular Schistc;>se L..--"'" Other Helicitic Blastophi tic . · Gneiss~c 
Blastopsanunitic v Zonal Structurec::: Fibrous v Myloniti~ Idiornorphic cryst._ Cataclast~c L---Blastopsephitic Radiating Decuss~te Vesicules Fossils Bent ,__,.,..... SEotte 
Concret~ons Twins A gen ~ Other Other ~rtarcu· . Other ~as o ~t~c 
ESSENTIAL MINRJU .. T.~ srnrtte I* X* M* P* % FACIES: DERIVATIVES: 
COLORLESS: CONTACT METAMORPH. Pelitic Qz-Felds Calc. Basic Mq 
Albite---------------- Albite-Epidote-
. 
.oJ_ .e I,./' v v r~ K-feldspar------------ .0/-.i? v- ......... v Arn:r;>hibol·i te Microcline- --- -------- .0/-. .P ......... v v ArnphJ.bolite / Sanidinite . Quartz------ ---------- .o/-. .5 ,..... v 3D Pyroxene Hornfels __ -
REGIONAL METAMORPH. 
COLORED: Greenschist - -
Chlorite-------------- .Of- .2 
Albite-Epidote- v v - v--v v },s Amphibolite Epidote--------------- ,Of-_4 v ........... v Almandine-Amphibolite 
Sericite--- ----------- .o/ v v Granulite 
Garnet---------------- . 02 v v ........- s Eclogite 
Biotite--~------------ . 02 v- 5 Glaucophane v 
OPAQUE: REMARKS: 
~fugnetite------------- .o/ /,./"" v );o * Refers to Idioblastic , Xenoblastic, Hematite-------------- .t!/2. v ......... Matrix , Porphyroblast Augen grows at vhe 
ACCESSORY MINERAI.~ s~e I* X* M* P* % ** Refers 
to Intens~, Moderate , Weak expense of granulated 
matrix . 
Zi~con----------------- · 01 v v v J2 Sphene----------------- .of v t.../ //' 
-
ALTERATION PRODUcrS I** M** W** 
... 
Clay------------------ v 






NAME OF ROCK: CATACLASTICALLY DEFORMED QUARTZ@-FELDSPA'Bf::IDZ-CHLORITE-MICA-AUGEN SCHIST 
___ _;.._-,._ 
.. 
N0.:6-HF-64 -LOCALITY: PARKER, ARIZONA SLIDE DATE ~~v 1965 l71 ) 
MICROSCOPIC DESCRIPTION 
CRYSTALLOBLASTIC: GRAIN SIZE: GRAIN SHAPE: M·IN. RELATIONSHIP: INTERGROWTHS: 
Idioblastic Very Coarse 20rnrn_ Prismatic v Granoblastic v Diablastic 
Xenoblastic v Coarse 20-Smrn 1/ Porphyroblastic v--Medium 5-lmrn Tabular Lep~doblastir Perthitic v RELIC FAB .-SED. RXS. Fine < lmrn 1/ Platy Nematoblastic Antiperthite Glomeroblasmatic __ Compositional Banc;l- RELIC FABRIC-IG RX~. Equant Myrrnekitic Poikilo lastic 
ing Blastoporphyritic--- Irregular v Slaty Sutured -Textural Banding_ Acicular Schist9se Other Blastophitic . · Gneiss~c Helicitic 
Blastopsamrnitic ____ Zonal Structure~ Fibrous v Mylonitir Idiomorphic cryst._ Radiating Cataclastic Blastopsephitic Decussate Vesicules SRotted Fossils Twins Bent Concret~ons A gen Other Other ~rtaE'c:u· . Other ~as o ~t~c 
ESSENTIAL MINER11- T.~ s~e I* X* M* P* % FACIES: DERIVATIVES: 
COLORLESS: CONTACT METAMORPH. Pelitic Qz-Felds Calc. Basic Mq 
Calcic Plagioclase----- -o3-.S J....-- ~ V' f....--- 2.5 Albite-Epidote- . 
Quartz----------------- . oJ- . 3 /,./' f.../ v /0 ArnJ?hibolite 
Sericite--- ------------ . 0/ /,./' ......... 7 Arnph~bolite / Sanidinite 
- Pyroxene Hornfels-- -
REGIONAL METAMORPH. v COLORED: Greenschist v - -
Epidote--------------- ·01-.Z J..-- 7 
Albite-Epidote-
-J..-- v J..-- Amphibolite 
Chlorite-------------- - 0/ v- v 750 Almandine-Amphibolite Biotite--------------- . 0/ v v v) Granulite . Tremolite------------- -or-.z /,./' ......... v Eclogite 
Glaucophane 
OPAQUE: REMARKS: Magnetite-------------- .or-.z ........... v yE J....-- * Refers to Idioblastic, Xenoblastic , Hematite---------------
.Of-.4 v The rock is intensely v 
. Matrix , Porphyroblast altered . Relic porphyry 
ACCE~~ORY MTNRRll. T.~ sffiffie I* X* M* P* % ** Refers to Intense, Moderate , Weak is still discernable and 
Sphene----------------- .0/ v J..-- v ~3 l aths· of plagioclase · be Apatite---------------- • Oj v- v- v outlined . 
--
.. 
ALTERATION PRODUC'rS I** M** W** t.. 






NAME OF ROCK: MEI'A-lUSTC DIKE 
LOCALITY: PARKER . ARIZONA SLIDE NO: 10-HFQ64 DATE: May,1965 { '7 ? \ 
MICROSCOPIC DESCRIPTION 
CRYSTALLOBLASTIC: GRAIN SIZE: GRAIN SHAPE: MIN . RELATIONSHIP: INTERGROWTHS: 
Idioblastic Very Coarse 20mm_ Prismatic v Granoblastic v Diablastic PorJ?hyroblastic v V" Coarse 20-Smrn ,/ Xenoblastic Medium 5-lmm · 1........- Tabular v Lep1doblastic Perthitic 
RELIC FAB .-SED. RXS. Fine <lmm Platy v Nematoblastic Antiperthi tP · c/ GlomeroElasmatic ___ Compositional Band- RELIC FABRIC-IG RX~. Equant Myrmekitic Poikilo lastic 
ing Blastoporphyritic __ Irregular v Slaty Sutured -Textural Banding ___ Acicular Schist<;:>se Other Blastophitic Gneiss1c v Helicitic Zonal Structure~ Fibrous v Mylonitil"' / Blastopsammitic ____ Idiomorphic cryst._ Radiating Cataclastic v . Blastopsephitic ·- Decuss~te Vesicules SRotte Fossils Twins Bent v Concret1ons A gen v Other Other ~rtaEOJ..'t' ,/' Other 1as 0 1 1C 
ESSENTIAL MINERALS siMie I'* X* M* P* % FACIES: DERIVATIVES: 
COLORLESS: CONTACT METAMORPH. Pelitic Qz-Felds Calc. Basic Mq 
·K-feldspar------------ 05"-15 v v v ;~ Albite-Epidote-Microcline------------ .QS"-/.5 v v v AmJ?.hibolite 
Albite------~--------- . a5-/.5 v v v Amph1bolite 
Quartz---------------- .02-/ v {/tJ Sanidinite v Pyroxene Hornfels __ 
REGIONAL METAMORPH. 
COLORED: Greenschist -
· Albite-Epidote-Epidote--------------- ,2 /,/"' /..-" v v J;o v v Amphibolite Biotite--------------- ,Of-,/ v v Almandine-Amphiliolite 
Chlorite-------------- -~/-·/ v v ]5 Granulite 11uscovi te------------- -0/-,09 v v Eclogite Glaucophane 
-
OPAQUE: 5z REMARKS: ~~gn~~1~e-------------- ,O.b- v v . * Refers to Idioblastic, Xenoblastic , 
'Hema€ite---------------
.05 v yo' Matrix , Porphyroblast Granulated matrix exhi-
ACCESSORY MINE:RAT.~ s~e I* X* M* P* o/o 
** Refers to Intense, Moderate, Weak rc>its flow structll!e and 
!recrystallized 
Tourmaline------------- '0:3 v v v )3 Sphene---------~------- ,Z ,.......... v v' . 
Zircon----------------- ,oz. v v v 
-
. 




NAME OF ROCK: CATACLASTIC.A.LEY DEFORMED QUA.~TZO-FELDSPATHIC GNEISS {AUGEN) 
LOCALITY :PARKER , ARIZONA SLIDE NO: 13-HF-64 DATE: May, 1965 ('7~\ 
MICROSCOPIC DESCRIPTION 
CRYSTALLOBLASTIC: GRAIN SIZE: GRAIN SHAPE: MIN . RELATIONSHIP: INTERGROWTHS: 
Idioblastic Very Coarse 20rnm_ Prismatic Granoblastic v Diablastic 
Xenoblastic v Coarse 20-Srnm Porphyroblastic )..../" Medium 5-lrnm ,_..........- Tabular v- Lep1doblastie Perthitic 
RELIC FAB .-SED. RXS. Fine < lrnm Platy v- Nematoblastic Antiperthit,o. v Glomeroblasmatic ___ Compositional Ban<;l- RELIC FABRIC-IG 'RX!=:. Equant Myrmekitic Poikilo lastic 
ing Blastoporphyritic __ Irregular Slaty Sutured -Textural Bandihg_ Acicular SchistQse Other Blastophitic . · Gneiss1c Helicitic .......--Zonal Structure~ Fibrous Mylonitil"' Blastopsammitic Idiomorphic cryst._ Cataclast1c . v--
Blastopsephitic Radiating Decuss~te Vesicules S£>otte Fossils Bent v 
Concret1ons Twins A gen Other Other ~rta€01.· . Other 1as o 1t1c 
ESSENTIAL MINE'Rn. T.~ s:mme I* X* M* P* % FACIES: DERIVATIVES: 
COLORLESS: CONTACT METAMORPH. Pelitic Qz-Felds Calc. Basic Mq 
~ftcrocline------------- ,J- 2 j..../ v v }# Albite-Epidote- . Albite----------------- .7-2 z._---- ~ ,.._., AmJ?hibolite 
uartz----------------- .5-/ v-- I--' # Amph1bolite / Sanidinite 
. Pyroxene Hornfels __ -
REGIONAL METAMORPH. 
COLORED: Greenschist . -
Albite-Epidote-





OPAQUE: ~8 REMARKS: Magnetite--------------· . / v v v * Refers to Idioblastic , Xenoblastic , 
Hematite--------------- .of v J_../ 5 Matrix , Porphyroblast The rock is texturall 
** 
R~fers to Inten~e, Moderate , \Afeak and eralogically the 
ACCE!=:SORY MINE'RAT.!=: :::>~~ I* X* M* P* % same as all the gneisses . 
Sphene---------------- . 0/-:5 ,__. v v- v jz Tourmaline----- ------- .0/- I ~ I--' v- I--' 
Zircon---------------- .t>2 ,__. I-- ,__. 
-
-
ALTERATION PRODUCTS I** M** W** ... 
Sericite-------------- v 
Chlorite-------------- v--
·- Clay-------- ---------- v 
Muscovite------------- v 
. 
NAME OF ROCK: CATACLASTICALLY DEH'ORMED OUARTZO-FELDSPATHIC DIKE 
LOCALITY: PARKER , ARIZONA SLIDE NO: '52-HF-64 DATE : Mav 1 q6') {74) 
MICROSCOPIC DESCRIPTION 
CRYSTALLOBLASTIC: GRAIN SIZE: GRAIN SHAPE: MIN. RE LATIONSHIP: INTERGROWTHS: 
Idioblastic Very Coarse 20nun_ Prismatic t/ Granoblastic v Diablastic 
Xenoblastic v Coarse 20-Srnm v Porphyroblastic v 
·t> Tabular Perthitic Medium 5-lnun Lepl.doblastil"' 
RELIC FAB .-SED. RXS. Fine < lnun t./ Platy v Nematoblastic Antiperthite 
Compositional Ban<;l- RELIC FABRrC- IG. RX~. Equant 
Glomeroblasmatic ___ Myrmekitic Poikilo lastic 
ing Blastoporphyritic __ Irregular v Slaty Sutured -Textural Banding_ Acicular v Schist9se Helicitic Blastophitic . · Gneiss1c v Other v Zonal Structure.:: Fibrous Mylonitic Blastopsanunitic ____ Idiomorphic cryst._ Radiating Cataclastic 1/ Blastopsephitic Decussate Vesicules v S£>otted Fossils Bent 
Concretl.ons Twins A gen Other Other ~rtafOl· . v Other l.aS 0 l.tl.C 
ESSENTIAL MINER~ T.~ s:mme I* X* M* P* % FACIES: DERIVATIVES: 
COLORLESS: CONTACT METAMORPH. Pelitic Qz-Felds Calc. Basic Mq 
Microcline----------- v Albite-Epidote- -. 0/- I v v }1o K-feldspar----------- .ot- 1 v ......... v AmJ?.hibolite 
Albite--------------- ·01-1 Amphl.bolite / 
.......... .......... 
~ Sanidinite Quartz--------------~ .0/-,5 v (...-" 30 Pyroxene Hornfels __ 
REGIONAL METAMORPH. 




. 0/-.'2. v v Amphibolite . v" 
Epidote--------------- . 0/ - .5 v v v Almaniline-Arnphibolite 
Chlorite-------------- .0/-. 2 v v Granulite . 
Muscovite------------- .ot- .2 10 Eclogite v v Glaucophane 
OPAQUE: REMARKS: Magnetite------------- .os v v ]5 * Refers to Idioblastic, Xenoblastic Hematite-------- ------ I C)G' ,\fa.trix, ' Shows incipient meta-v v Porphyroblast 
s~e ex, ** Refers to Intense, Moderate Weak 
morphic segregation as 
ACCE~~ORY MTNF.R~ T.~ I* X* M* P* 
. ' crude layer s of musco-
Apatite--------------- .o 2 v v v 7 vite , biotite , chlorite-
Tourmaline------------ .02 v ......... v s 
epidote , accessory and 
Sphene---------------- .ot/ ~ v v ) ore minerals tend to Zircon---------------- .oz v v v consolidate in one layer\ 
Garnet---------------- .02 v v .-v 







NAMF. OF t<ul :1\.• CATACLASTICALLY DEFORMED QU.tffiTZ6-FELDSPATHIC GNEISS -
-LOCALITY: PARKER . ARIZONA SLIDE NO.: 55-HF -64 DATE: May . 196'5 l'75L 
MICROSCOPI C DESCRIPTION 
CRYSTALLOBLASTIC: GRAIN SIZE: GRAIN SHAPE: MIN. RE LATIONSHIP: INTERGROWTHS: 
Idioblastic Very Coarse 20nun_ Prismatic v-- Granoblastic v Diablastic 
Xenoblastic 1.::::::: Coarse 20-Smrn 
Porphyroblastic / 
Medium 5-lnun Tabular v Lep1doblasti, Perthitic 
RELIC FAB .-SED. RXS. Fine < lnun v Platy v Nernatoblastic Antiperthite Glorneroblasmatic ___ 
Compositional Ban<J- RELIC FABRIC-IG. RXS. Equant Myrmekitic Poikilo lastic 
ing Blastoporphyritic __ Irregular 
,__...... Slaty Sutured -
Textural Banding_ Acicular Schistc;>se \./'" 
Helicitic Blastophitic . · Gneiss1c Other 
Blastopsamrnitic ____ Zonal Structure~ Fibrous I./ Mylonitic Idiomorphic cryst._ Radiating Cataclastic 
,__...... 
Blastopsephitic Decussate Vesicules v SEotted Fossils Twins Bent Concretl.ons A gen v Other Other ~rta€01.· . Other 1as o 1t1c 
ESSENTIAL MINE'R~ T.~ smme I* X* M* P* % FACIES: DERIVATIVES: 
COLORLESS: CONTACT METAMORPH. Pelitic Qz-Felds Calc. Basic Mg 
Micro cline------------ .OJ-.3 v- !..--"' 1,.../ ~30 Albite-Epidote- -K-feldspar------------ .OJ-.3 v v ...........- Am~hibolite 
Albite---------------- -01-.3 v v-- v Ampb.l.bolite 
Qu?rtz--------------~-
/ 
·01-.J v v 30 Sanidinite Pyroxene Hornfels __ -
REGIONAL METAMORPH. 
COLORED: Greenschist - -
) 
Albite-Epidote- \/ 
V" . Epidote- - ------------- ·01-.S v v v v Amphibolite v 
Chlorite-------------- ·OJ-./ v v '>.1t Almandine-Amph:ibolite 
Biotite--------------- ·DI -·/ v v J 
Granulite . 




*Refers to I dioblastic , .Xenoblastic , 
Magnetite------------- .oz &s REMARKS: (.....- v Matrix , Porphyroblast Hematite- - - ----------- .CJ z v v ** Re~ers to I ntense , Moderate , Weak Schistosity is defined 
ACCESSORY MTNF.R~ T.~ ·~e T* X* M* P* % 
by parallelism of micace-
ous minerals , occurring i n 
Garnet--- ------------- · 03 v v v ~ayers with introduced ep-
Sphene---------------- -03 v v v 
.5' 
ldote and hematite alter-
Apatite-- ------------- .o5 ,__...... v v nating with layers) of 
Tourmaline------------ .os v v v augen of quartz and feld-spar . The matrix is gra- ·· 
nulated and recrystalliz-
ALTERATION PRODUCTS I** M** W** ... ed. The section is made 
Clay------------------· v turbid with ferruginous 0 
... 
Sericite-------------- v- clay . Micro-faulting is 
- noted • Chlorite--------------· v 
. 
NAME OF ROC'K• cArru~r.A.srrTr.t.r .T~Y ntt;tt· ·~M ~<:I J ouARrrzo...FELDSPA~nc..r.m.oEtTTE-MicA SCHIST 
-LOCALITY: PARKER . ARIZONA SLIDE NO: 6q-HF -64 DATE ~.<>-.r 1 o,<t:; \ 7t:.' 
MICROSCOPIC DESCRIPTION 
CRYSTALLOBLASTIC: GRAIN SIZE : GRAIN SHAPE: M-IN. RE LATIONSHIP; INTERGROWTHS: 
Idioblastic Very Coarse 20nun_ Prismatic t/ Granoblastic v Diablastic 
Xenoblastic v Coarse 20-Snun v- ~orphyroblastic~ Medium 5-lnun _v Tabular Lep1.doblastic Perthitic 
RELIC FAB .-SED. RXS. Fine < lnun Platy v Nematoblastic Antiperthit~ Glomeroblasmatic~ Compositional Banc;l- RELIC FABRIC- IG. RXS. Equant Myrmekitic Poikilo lastic L 
ing Blastoporphyritic __ Irregular t/ Slaty Sutured -Textural Banding_ Acicular SchistQse Blastophitic . - Other Helicitic -v Gneiss1.c 
Blastopsammitic Zonal Structure!=: Fibrous Mylonitic Idiomorphic cryst._ Cataclastic Blastopsephitic Radiating Decussate Vesicules 7 S£>otted Fossils Bent 
Concret1.ons Twins A gen Other Other ~rtar01_ .. Other 1.as o 1.t1.c 
ESSENTIAL MINERA.T.~ sMe I* X* M* P* % FACIES: DERIVATIVES: 
COLORLESS: CONTACT METAMORPH. Pelitic Qz-Felds Calc. Basic Mq 
K-feldspar------------· ·/-/ v ..........-- v JoZLJ Albite-Epidote- -Plagioclase----------- ·I -I ~ v v AmJ?hibolite 
Calcite---------------· -~1-. .5 v v 4o Amph.1.bolite / 
Quartz---------------- ·I~S v v !0 Sanidinite Pyroxene Hornfels--
REGIONAL METAMORPH. 
COLORED: Greenschist - -
Diopside--------------- .5-¢ v v v v j.u Albite-Epidote- v/ - v v Tremolite-------------
-5-; v v' v v Amphibolite 




* Refers to Idioblastic, ·xenoblastic REMARKS: Magnetite------------- . o5 v v ]3 Matrix, Porphyroblast ' Hematite--------------· .oz. v v ** Re~ers to Intense, Moderate , Weak . Large porphyroblasts of diopside and feld-
ACCESSORY MINERA.LS sffiffie I* X* M* P* %. spar . Dioside breaks do-
wn into tremolite-calcite 
Sphene--------------- .o¢ v v v z and chlorite . 
I 
-· 
ALTERATION PRODUcrS I** M** W** 
'" Chlorite--------------~ v 
Sericite--------------- v 
···Clay------------------- v 
Tremolite---------- ---· v 
Limonite-------------- ~ 
. 
NAME OF ROCK :DIOPSIDE BEARING IMPURE MARBLE ( CALC-SlliCATE ROCK) 
- -
. LOCALITY: PA.R.KER , ARIZONA SLIDE NO: 76-HF -64 DATE ;v..a_v .1Q6t:; ( 77\ 
MICROSCOPIC DESCRIPTION 
CRYSTALLOBLASTIC: GRAIN SIZE: GRAIN SHAPE: MIN . RELATIONSHIP : INTERGROWTHS: 
Idioblastic Very Coarse 20nun_ Prismatic Granoblastic v Diablastic 
Xenoblastic v Coarse 20-Snun Porphyroblastic Medium 5-lnun Tabular Lep1doblasti~ v Perthitic 
RELIC FAB .-SED. RXS. Fine < lnun /../' Platy v Nematoblastic Antiperthit~ GlomeroElasmatic ___ Compositional Ban9- RELIC FAB:Rir::- IG. RXS. Equant Myrrnekitic v Poikilo lastic ing Irregular Slaty Sutured -
Textural Banding_ Blastoporphyritic ___ Acicular SchistQse Other Blastophi tic . · Helicitic Gneiss1c 
Blastopsanunitic Zonal Structure!=: Fibrous v Myloniti~ Idiomorphic cryst._ Cataclast1c v Blastopsephitic Radiating Decuss~te Vesicules Fossils Bent v SEotte 
Concret1ons Twins A gen Other Other ~rtaEOl' . Other 1as 0 1t1c 
ESSENTIAL MINERJ\.T,!=; sm,me I* X* M* P* % FACIES: DERIVATIVES: 
COLORLESS: CONTACT METAMORPH. Pelitic Qz-Felds Calc. Basic Mq 
Quartz------- ---- ----- -0/-. .:3 v- /.--" ~0 Albite-Epidote-
Muscovite------------- ,Of-.2 /../" j../ v-- 7 ¥o AmJ?hibolite Sericite--------------
-0/-.1 Amph1bolite / v- J.-- Sanidinite 
- Pyroxene Hornfels __ -
REGIONAL METAMORPH. 
COLORED: Greenschist - -
Biotite------ ,tJZ v v 5 








l~gnetite------------- .02 /..--' v }2 Hematite-------------- -02 /..--' v-- * Rc!'ers to Idioblastic , Xenoblastic , 
ACCESSORY MINERALS SjMtt::: I* X* M* P* ~ Matrix ,_ Porphyroblast 
** Refers to Intense , MOderate , Weak Spbene-------- -------- . 0.3 J..---'" v-- (.../' ~ Zircon--------~-------- . 0/ v-- [/' 1..--' 3 
Tourmaline------------- .t:>z ~--"" ,_..-- ~ ) 
Garnet----------------- . 0/ 1..--' <../ ~ ~ -
•j 





NAME OF ROCK• QUARTZ-MUSCOVITE SCHIST 
-=-
l.AI\...ti.J..J.J. ~ .r. ; · .t'Att.t\.l!i.tt • Att.Lt,Ul\11\. ~,LJ .. ,j.JI-J 
.... .., . 1j l-~·-o'+ 
-·· ... - • IY'~.,r L_,.U, r n ·.,. ' 
MICROSCOPIC DESCRIPTION 
CRYSTALLOBLASTIC: GRAIN SIZE: GRAIN SHAPE: MIN. RELATIONSHIP: INTERGROWTHS: 
Idioblastic Very Coarse 20mrn_ Prismatic v~ Granoblast1.c 1./ Diablastic 
t/ Coarse 20-Smm v Porphyroblastic / Xenoblastic Medium 5-lmm Tabular Lep1.doblastic Perthitic 
RELIC FAB .-SED. RXS. Fine < lmrn t ./ Platy t / Nematoblastic Antiperthit~=> Glomeroblasmatic ___ Compositional Band- RELIC FABRIC-IG RX~. Equant Myrmekitic Poikilo lastic 
ing Blastoporphyritic __ Irregular v Slaty Sutured -Textural Banding --lL Acicular SchistQse v Other Blastophitic Helicitic Gneiss1.c Zonal Structure~ Fibrous v Mylonitir-Blastopsammitic~ Idiomorphic cryst._ Radiating Cataclastic Blastopsephitic - Decuss~te . Vesicules v Sliotte Fossils Twins Bent Concret1.ons A gen Other Other ~rtar01_ .. Other 1.as o 1.t1.c -
ESSENTIAL MINE~r. T.~ smme I* X* M* P* % FACIES: DERIVATIVES: 
COLORLESS: CONTACT METAMORPH. Pelitic Qz-Felds Calc. Basic Mq 
-Albite---------------- /,/ v ~fa Albite-Epidote-
. 
·1- .5 v 
K-feldspar------------ ,f-.5 v V' v ArnJ?.hibolite 
Quartz---------------- Of- ·I s- Arnph1.bolite v v Sanidinite 
- Pyroxene Hornfels __ -
REGIONAL METAMORPH. 
COLORED: Greenschist -
· Albite-Epidote-Biotite--------------- . ol-.4 v v v ) ~ v ~ Amphibolite 
Hornblende------------ .o;-.3 v v v v ( tj.c Almandine-Amphibolite 
Chlorite-------------- ,Of-./ v v ) Granulite 
Epidote--------------- ·I- .8 v' v v v ,) Eclogite 
Muscovite------------- ·01 -;03 ""' v &to Glaucophane . Sericite-------------- ·Of -.03 ,....... v 
OPAQUE: REMARKS: 
. Magmetite------------- .oz v v v fz ~ Refers to Idioblastic, Xenobla.stic , Lar e pDrphyr bla'sts of Hematite-------------- .oz v v' 11atrix, Porphyroblast hornblende and biotite 
r.rrF.~SORY MINERn T.~ l:)~t! T* X* M* P* o/o ** Rerers to Intense, Mod~rate , Weak 
Schor lite------------- .3 v v' v v I? y3 . Sphene--------~------- .oz v v' j/ 
Garnet---~------------ .~/ v v V' 
Zircon---------------- .of v' v ,/ 




NAME OF ROCK: IMPURE A.RXOST~ s~w ...... ,.. 
,. •r ~. 
=-
LOCALITY: PARKER , ARIZONA SLIDE NO.: 85-HF-bLJ. ~~ ........ • .L.•Ji:J.v • 7V ~ . -
MI CROSCOPIC DESCRIPTION I 
CRYSTALLOBLASTIC: GRAIN SIZE : GRAIN SHAPE: MIN . RE LATIONSHI P: I NTERGROWTHS: 
Idioblastic Very Coarse 20rnm_ Prismatic v Granobl astic }..-.-" Diablastic Porphyroblastic v Coarse 20-Srnm v Xenoblastic Medium 5-lmm Tabular Lep~doblastir Perthitic 
RELIC FAB .-SED. RXS. Fine <lmm v Platy Nematoblastic Antiperthite Glomeroblasmatic ___ Compositional Ban<;l- RELIC FABRIC-IG RXS. Equant Myrmekitic v Poikilo lastic ing Blastoporphyritic-- Irregular Slaty Sutured -Textural Bandihg_ Acicular Schistose Other Blastophi tic . · GneissJ.c Helicitic Zonal Structure~ Fibrous v Mylonitic Blastopsammitic Idiomorphic cryst._ Radiating Cataclastic Blastopsephitic Decussate Vesicules v S£>otted Fossils Twins Bent A gen ConcretJ.ons Other Other ~rtaE"c5l' . Other ~as o ~t~c 
ESSENTIAL MINE'Rl). T.~ s~e I* X* M* P* % FACIES: DERIVATIVES: 
COLORLESS: CONTACT METAMORPH. Pelitic Qz-Felds Calc. Basic Mq 
Calcite---- ------------ ·1-.8 v v 75 Albite-Epidote- . 
Dolomite------------ --- . 1-,f? v v /0 Am:r;>hibolite 
Brucite---------------- -05 v v s Amphl.bolite .. Quartz- ---------------- .o-5 v t/ Sanidinite 11 Pyroxene Hornfels-- . Feldspar---------------
· 0.3 v v REGIONAL METAMORPH. 









REMARKS: 11agnetite------------- ·OZ v v ~z * Refers to Idioblastic, Xenoblastic Hematite-----------··-- - 02 v v Matrix , Porphyroblast 
ACCESSORY MINERALS sffiffie I* X* M* P* % ** Refers to Intense, Moderate , Weak 
Muscovite------------- . 0...3 v v I 
ALTERATION PRODUCTS I** M** W** c;. 
Limonite-------------- v 
Clay-~---------------- v . ~ 
·- Sericite-------------- v 
Chlorite-------------- v 
. 
Nl).MF. OF ROCK• .tstt !'; REARTNG MA'R"RT.W. 
-LOCALITY: Pli"Rln4'R /\"RT'7f"'ll\TA SLIDE NO: gq_ffii'_f)lJ. DATE: Mav 1Qf)~ (80) 
MI CROSCOPIC DESCRIPTION 
CRYSTALLOBLASTIC: GRAIN SIZE: GRAIN SHAPE: MIN . RELATIONSHIP: INTERGROWTHS: 
Idioblastic Very Coarse 20mm_ Prismatic Granoblastic v Diablastic Porphyroblastic ,/ v Coarse 20-Smm Xenoblastic Tabular Perthitic Medium 5-lmm Lep1doblasti~ 
RELIC FAB.- SED. RXS. Fine <lmm v Platy v- Nematoblastic Antiperthit,. Glomeroblasmatic ___ Compositional Ban <I- RELIC FABRIJ:::!- IG RX~. Equant Myrmekitic Poikilo lastic 
ing Blastoporphyritic __ Irregular ~ Slaty Sutured -Textural Banding_ Acicular Sch:i-stQse Other Blastophitic . -Helicitic GneJ.ssJ.c Zonal Structure~ Fibrous v-' Myloniti~ Blastopsammitic ____ Idiomorphic cryst._ Radiating Cataclastic Blastopsephitic Decuss~te . Vesicules Bent SRotte Fossils Twins A gen Concret1ons Other Other ~rtaEOl' . Other 1as o 1t1c 
ESSENTIAT, MINE'Rn T.c:::: smme I'~~ X* M* P* % FACIES: DERIVATIVES: 
COLORLESS• CONTACT METAMORPH. Pelitic Qz-Felds Calc. Basic Mq 
Quartz---------------- ·1-,1?5'" v v t--' '/-D Albite-Epidote- -
Feldspar-------------- .of v L,../" J..../ .s- AmJ?hibolite 
Calcite--------------- -.5 v &../ f...../ Lfi!J Amph1bolite / 
Muscovite------------- . o/ 5 Sanidinite v /__./ {...-/" Pyroxene Hornfels __ -
REGIONAL METAMORPH. 
COLORED: Greenschist - -
Albite-Epidote-





OPAQUE: * Refers to Idioblastic,- Xenoblastic REMARKS: 
Magnetite-------------- -03 v v v Bz Matrix , Porphyroblast uartz is recrystalli-Hematite--------------- . D3 v J..../ 
** Refers to Intense, Moderate , Weak zing side by side with 
nfY'F.C::::C::::()'RV MTNF.'RAT.C:::: Sffiffi€ T* X* M* P* ex, calcite without mut reaction. 
I 
Sphene----------------- .z v v v <I 





Nl\MF. OF ROCK: ~E IVI di-11-1 .K \CALC-S A":.!;!; !1.\.vAJ 
LOCALITY: PARKER, ARIZON:A 
MICROSCOPIC DESCRIPTION 
CRYSTALLOBLASTIC: GRAIN SIZE: GRAIN SHAPE: MI N. RE LATIONSHIP: INTERGROWTHS: 
Idioblastic Very Coarse 20nun_ Prismatic v Granoblastic .k"" Diablastic 
Xenoblastic v-- Coarse 20-Snun 1/ Porphyroblastic r/ Perthitic ·v Medium 5-lmrn Tabular Lepl.doblastir 
RELIC FAB .-SED. RXS. Fine < lnun v Platy 1./ Nematoblastic Anti perth~~ Glorneroblasrnatic ___ Compositional Ban<J- RELIC FABRIC-IG RXS. Equant Myrrnekitic · Poikilo lastic 
ing Blastoporphyritic-- Irregular 1/ Slaty Sutured -Textural Banding_ Acicular Schistc;>se Helicitic Blastophitic . · Gneiss1.c .~..--"'"' Other v Blastopsamrnitic Zonal Structure-= Fibrous Mylonitie_ Idiornorphic cryst._ Cataclastic Blastopsephitic Radiating Decuss~te Vesicules 
I Fossils Bent v SRotte Twins ConcretJ.ons A gen / Other Other ~rta€01.· . 
1 Other I J.as o J.tl.c 
ESSENTIAL MINERnT.~ smMe I-A X* M* P* % FACIES: DERIVATIVES: 
COLORLESS• CONTACT METAMORPH. Pelitic Qz-Fel.ds Calc. Basic Mq 
K- feldspar------------ . 2-1 Albite-Epidote-
. 
v v v f 20 Alb~te---- ---------- -2- I v v v ArnJ?.hibolite Quartz--------------- ·0/- .I/ v .SD Arnph1.bolite / 
c&lcite-------------
v Sanidinite 
. 0/ v v /D Pyroxene Hornfels--
REGIONAL METAMORPH. 
COLORED: Greenschist - -
Blue Chlorite-------- - .o; 
Albite-Epidote- r/ 
- ~ v v 1 {0 Amphibolite Biotite----- -------- . 0 / v v Alrnandine-Arnph:ibolite Diopside------------- -2 
........- v v v- Granulite . 
Epidote-------------- ·3 v v v Eclogite v Glaucophane 
OPAQUE: 
'.03 REMARKS: Hagnetite------------- v v 75 * Re.:ers to Idioblastic, Xcnoblastic , 
Hematite-------
------
- 01 l/ v r Matrix, Porphyroblast Calcite bands noted 
** Re.fers to Intense_, no.lerate , vleak behaving just like the 
ACCESSORY MINER~ T.~ s~e I* X* M* P* ~ quartz matrix swirling in 
Spsene------- ---- ---- .o¢ v v v 2. lbeh.reen and around porphy-
Tourmaline------------- · 02 v v v I ~oblasts, apparently in 
Apatite----·------------ . CJz v v v I flowage 1~th the matrix 
Garnet----------------- .oz v v v I 
and perhaps a carbonate 
~ayer in the original 
-· 
!r-ock._ Diopside is the 
ALTERATION PRODUCTS I** M** W** .. !reaction product bebveen · 





Tremolite------~------- v . 
NAME OF ROCK; CATACLASTICALLY DEFORMED ~UARTZO-FELDSPATHIC AUGEN GNEISS_ 
POLISHED SECTION REPORT 82 
LOCALITY :Parker .. Ari zona POLISHED SECTION NO .0!?-2·1/f-ttDATE : S-lf'.> 
FIELD OCCURRENCE: Replacement and vein fillin~ 
MIC:RC1SCOPTC nF.~ ~RIPTION 
MINERALS % IS~~e c R H k~d-s I ~d-Q I.R. R.P. 
Hematite- ---
L.itfH 7" V1C,I;6~ 
70 ,f)f-,03 cAllA y .::t .2S lOW/- w - d R~d -
Lepidocrocit alo .o; (jRAy ~ 16 - cl 







CRYSTAL FORM CLEAVAGES INTERGROWTH TEXTURES 
Idiomorphic--t:::.. Cell Granular Triangular .Vein replacement Tabular Emulsion 
Columnar Exsolution Sea-is land Fibrous v Feathery 
Needles v Crystallograph -
Spherulitic_ ic 
Zoned Other Rounded 
Radiated v 














t ernal Reflection; R.P.= 
Reflective Pleochroisn; 
W=\\eak; d=distinct;s=strong 
REMARKS: Gangue has almost been compl etel y replaced q~r a!·'latite . 
Hemat · te .is m:::..de up of minute ag~lome!'ation of ·1emati te cryst:1ls. 
-
POLISHED SECTION REPORT 83 
LOCALITY: Parker , Arizona POLISHED SECTION NO .t)/?-4-IIF-btDATE: S-/ ft-5 
FIELD OCCURRENCE :Bedded 
MICROSCOPIC DES~RIPTTON 
MINERALS % s~~E c R H ~~d-~ I ~d-~ I.R. R.P. 
~ematite---- t!J/-.~ Li_71h1' 
VtCI:IHl$ d .-Rt:d 3o Gre~;r ~25 /o97 w - -
~epidocro-
~i te-------- .:5 ,o( Gray 




CRYSTAL FORM CLEAVAGES INTERGROWTH TEXTURES 
Idiornorphic v Cell Granular Cubic Vein replacemento Tabular Emulsion 
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APPENDIX B 
DEFINITION OF TERMS 
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Augen: A German word for eyes. In petrology, applied to 1 arge lenticular 
mineral grains or aggregates of minerals which in cross=section 
have the shape of an eye. (A.G.I. Glossary, 1957) 
Asymetrical Fold: A fold in which one limb dips more steeply than the 
other. (A.G.I. GlossaryD 1957) 
Blastopsammitic~ Refers to relic fabric whose derivative is sandstone. 
(Barth, 1952) 
Cataclastic tvletamorphism: !>1echanical deformation (plastic flow, rupture) 
of rocks without recrystallization or chemical reaction. 
(Turner and VerhoogenD 1960) 
Convolute Folds: This term is convenient for folds resemblirg disharmo~ 
nic, conjugate and ploly~linal foldsp but having axial surfac~ 
that are curved~ smoothly branching or whorled and hinges that 
are complex and convolute. (Turner and Weiss, 1963) 
Gneiss: Coarse=grained~ irregularly banded rocks, with discontinous, 
rather poorly defined schistosity. (Turner and Verhoogen, 1960) 
Granobl ast ic: The texture of metam::>rphic rocks composed of equidi-
mensional elements. (A. G. L Glossary~ 195 7) 
Idioblastic: An idioblastic minerdl is one which shows crystal faces 
against an adjacent mineral~ (A.G.I. Glossary, 1957) 
Idiornorphic: Igneous minerals showing well defined crystal form, 
Equivalent of idioblastic in metamorphic rocks. 
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Lepidoblastic~ A term applied to that type of flaky schistosity 
due to an abundance of minerals such as micas and chlorites 
with general parallel arrangement. (A.G.I. Glossary, 1957) 
ivlctacryst: Any large crystal developed in a metamorphic rock by 
recrystallization. (A.G.L Glossary, 1957) 
Metamorphism: The mineralogical and structural adjustment of solid 
rocks to physical or chemical conditions which have been 
imposed at depths below the surface zones of weathering 
and cementation and which differ from the conditions under 
which the rocks in question originated. (Turner and Verhoogen, 
1960) 
Metamorphic Differentiation: Metamorphic differentiation covers 
collectively various processes by which contrasted mineral 
assemblages are developed from an initially uniform parent 
rock during metamorphism. (Turner, 1948) 
Micrographic: A rock texture resulting from the regular intergrowth 
of quartz and feldspar. The quartz is commonly cuneiform, 
resembling runic inscriptions on the background of feldspar. 
(A.G.I. Glossaryp 1957) 
~'lortar Structure: A mechanical structure prodvced by dynamic 
metamorphism upon granites and gneis~ in which small crushed 
grains of quartz and feldspar occupy the interstices between 
larger individuals resembling stones set in mortar. (A.G.I. 
Glossary, 1957) 
Myrmekitic: Any rock or ore texture with vermicular forms. 
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Ncmatoblastic: A term appli0d to a fibrous type of schistosity, seen 
in rocks composed largely of such minerals as glaucophane 
and actinolite. (A.G.I. Glossary, 1957) 
Perthitic~ Intergrowth of orthoclase or microcline with albite. 
(A.G. I. Glossary, 1957) 
Petrogenesis: The origin of rocks. 
Plastic Flow~ The permanent deformation or change in shape without 
rupture of a solid body subject to a continous force. 
(A.Gal. Glossaryp 1957) 
Poikiloblastic: A metamorphic texture due to the development, during 
recrystallization, of a ~ew mineral around numerous relics of 
the original minerals~ thus simulating the poikil it ic texture 
of igneous rocks. (A.G.I. Glossary 9 1957) 
Porphyroblastic: Texture of a recrystallized rdck in which coarse~ 
grained minerals are distributed in a fine grained matrix. 
(A.G.I. Glossary 9 1957) 
Ptygmatic Folds~ Distinguished from convolute folds by their lobate 
form. (Turner and Wei. ss 9 1963) 
Recrystallization: The format ion of new mineral grains in a rock 
while in the solid state. The new grains may have the same 
chemical and mineralogical composition as the original rock, 
as when a fine grained limestone composed of calcite has 
recrystallized to a coarse~grained marble composed of 
calcite. On the other hand~ entirely new minerals may be 
formed. (A.G.I. Glossary, 1957) 
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(i,F:il>~nt Fold; A fold in which the axial plane is more or less 
horizontal. (A.G.I. Glossaryg 1957) 
c ;yl tosi ty: (Foliation) 1-iay be applied to any paralic 1 structure 9 
of metamot~hic originj that induces a more or less planar 
fissil ity in a rock. (Turner, Williams and Gil bert, 1954) 
~.imil ar Folds: That type of fold in which each successively lower 
bed shows the same geometrical form as the bed above. It 
implies thining on the limb of the folds and thickening at 
the axes. (A.G.I. Glossary~ 1957) 
X,('rwblastic: A term applied to a texture of metamorphic rocks in 
which the constituent mineral grains lack crystal faces. 
(A.G.I. Glossary» 1957) 
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